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Loving Our Music Heritage
Sound-controlled & portable office spaces with incredible acoustics and easy installation. 100% freedom, 0% disturbances
The Original

STUDIOROCKS takes care of silence and offers you the freedom you need through our many years of expertise in sound controlling. Our booths are built of high performance sound isolating materials. We provide you with a two way sound isolation:
1. no external noise in the cabin and
2. inside conversations cannot be overheard from outside

Please see on our webpage the measurement reports for each product. Pleasant internal room acoustics are obtained thanks to special acoustic absorbers.

Music Heritage

Our booths achieve the highest sound isolation values in the market. They are the result of our 10 years of experience in the music and recording market where excellent sound isolation and absorption is a must. This is extremely beneficial for offices with noisy industrial surroundings.

STUDIOROCKS Office Solutions

OFFICE SOLUTIONS enables easy assembly and prevents sound from escaping between the panels.

Quick & easy to assemble

The Studiorocks sound isolation booths can be built in minutes and just as easily dismantled and relocated should the need arise.

Our booths are designed this way without compromising the booth’s excellent sound isolating properties thanks to the modular panels which are built of high performance sound isolating materials and can simply be slotted together.

The patented tongue-and-groove design enables easy assembly and prevents sound from escaping between the panels.

Design & flexibility

Appealing:
The proportions of our design look appealing. Our sound-controlled spaces serve as furniture which enrich and decorate your work environment.

Flexible:
Thanks to our patented modular system you can place the windows and doors in different positions on our booth and change their position later on. Besides our standard design in white (FOCUS booth), you can order our booths in all available RAL colours and have our phone booths as real eye catchers.

With our phone booths your investment is flexible since you can take the booths with you easily should the need to move arise. Also, our FOCUS SPACES can be made smaller or bigger since you can take the booths with you easily should the need to move arise.
Some references

Studibricks booths solve noise and privacy issues for many companies, public institutions and individuals all over the world. An example of clients who trust in STUDIBRICKS:

- Johnson & Johnson - global
- Wework - global
- Fraunhofer Institut - global
- Ericsson - USA
- Atocha - Germany
- SAP - Germany
- Navans - Austria
- Wework USA - EU
- IKEA - Sweden
- NRWKG, Nachrichtendoktort SE & Co. KG - Germany
- Fraunhofer Institute - Germany
- European Patent Office - Germany
- Ascensa IT & Software Services AG - Germany
- Geising - Global Development Advisor - Switzerland
- EPSC - Austria
- Vienna University - Austria
- Disney Parks - France
- UU Antwerp - Belgium
- university of Glasgow - Scotland
- United Nations, Mexico - Spain
- Storytel - Sweden
- Fraunhofer institute - USA
- Penguin Random House, Broadway, NY/USA
- Columbia University NY - USA
- The players Tribune - USA
- Pakistan Live Studio Broadcast - USA
- Snohomish County Airport - USA
- Envoy/Pitch - Australia
- Croomo - Australia
- Transperfect S.L. - Hong Kong

We have a strong relationship with the team of the coworking company WeWork. Together we created this phone booth with unique design initially having the German phone booth model “TelH78” from 1978 as objective. These booths are being installed in the US and all over Europe in WeWork buildings.
Stay in touch without disturbances.

Phone booths
Phone booths

100% Freedom, 0% disturbances

Real eye catchers! Our flexible & space-saving phone booths for one person on casters for easy relocation offer a comfortable working environment.

Multiple configuration possibilities:
Besides our standard configuration (see each product) there are many possibilities for designing the booth your way, such as:

- **Hola**
  - Customizable colour inside and outside the booth (select from all RAL colours ralcolor.com)
  - Branding options
  - Seat options
  - Special coating: Special resistant acrylic surface for use at trade fairs and road shows with frequent assembly and disassembly
  - iPad/tablet holder with 3 positions for video conferences with mobile phone or tablet

- **Hallo**
  - Customizable colour inside and outside the booth (select from all RAL colours ralcolor.com)
  - Branding options
  - Seat options
  - iPad/tablet holder with 3 positions for video conferences with mobile phone or tablet

Please download our product data sheets online to get information about the current extras.

Stay in touch without disturbances wherever you want with our international phone booth series.
Focus on what matters.

Working booths
100% freedom, 0% disturbances

Our working and meeting booths have the highest sound isolation in the market. Thanks to our long experience of specialisation in sound proofing we offer you comfortable silence to focus on what matters. These booths have a special sound control glass door and stand on so called silent blocks. You can add windows to achieve more visibility or enjoy comfortable privacy for high concentration work, phone calls & video conferences. For up to two people.

Multiple configuration possibilities

Besides our standard configuration (see each product) there are many possibilities for designing the booth your way, such as:

- Customizable colour inside and outside the booth
- Select from all RAL colours ralcolor.com
- Branding options
- Add windows
- Different window & door positions
- Seat options
- Wheelchair accessible doors with ramp:
  - Sound isolated lacquered wood door, 97 cm width, inside width 80 cm
  - Frameless glass door with simple glass and magnet closing, 97 cm width, inside width 80 cm (lower sound isolation value)
- Special coating: Special resistant acrylic surface for use at trade fairs and road shows with frequent assembly and disassembly
- EW-All signal lights up to signal occupancy
- With a motion sensor
- iPad/tablet holder with 3 positions for video conferences with mobile phone or tablet

Please download our product data sheets online to get information about the current extras.

Dimensions

Outside: 1,38 x 1,06 x 2,24 m
Inside: 0,9 x 1,2 x 2,1 m
Minimum ceiling height: 2,35 m
Weight: 435 kg (approx.)
Isolation: 45 dB
Available for: one person

Focus

Dimensions

Outside: 1,21 x 1,68 x 2,24 m
Inside: 1,05 x 1,5 x 2,1 m
Minimum ceiling height: 2,35 m
Weight: 500 kg (approx.)
Wall thickness: 8 cm
Isolation: 45 dB
Available for: up to two people

Focus+

Dimensions

Outside: 1,21 x 1,68 x 2,24 m
Inside: 1,05 x 1,5 x 2,1 m
Minimum ceiling height: 2,35 m
Weight: 500 kg (approx.)
Wall thickness: 8 cm
Isolation: 45 dB
Available for: up to two people

Standard configuration

- White paint
- Light grey acoustic absorber
- Sound controlled glass door 90 x 210 cm
- Integrated desk
- Power connection and USB port
- Soundproof ventilation kit (with easy filter exchange)
- Grey carpet
- Integrated LED light with motion sensor
- Wi-fi/mobile signal pass
- Optional ethernet port
Meeting spaces

Design the space you need.
Meeting spaces

100% freedom, 0% disturbances

Our working and meeting booths have the highest sound isolation on the market. Comfortable privacy for high concentration work, phone calls & video conferences, meetings and presentations.

Thanks to our long experience of specialising in sound proofing we offer you comfortable silence to focus on what matters. These booths have a special sound control glass door and stand on so-called silent blocks.

With our Focus Spaces and thanks to our modular sound proofed system you can design the meeting booth you need, add windows and doors, vary the height and size. And your investment is flexible since you can take the booths with you easily should the need to move arise. Also, our Focus Spaces can be made smaller or bigger time after you’ve bought them. You just add some bricks or take them away. Sizes: from 1.2 x 1.2 m up to 50 m² in steps of 30 cm.

Multiple configuration possibilities

Besides our standard configuration (see each product) there are many possibilities for designing the booth your way.

• Customizable colour inside and outside the booth (select from all RAL colours ralcolor.com)
• Branding options
• Add windows and doors
• Different window & door positions
• Seat options
• Wheelchair accessible doors with ramp
  - Sound isolated lacquered wood door: 91 cm. width, inside width 80 cm.
  - Frameless glass door with simple glass and magnet closing, 91 cm.
    width, inside width 80 cm. Lower sound isolation value
• Special coating: Special resistant acrylic surface for use at trade fairs and road shows with frequent assembly and disassembly
• ON AIR signal: Lights up to signal occupancy
• With a motion sensor

Please download our product data sheets online to get information about the current extras.

Focus Spaces

Design the space you need.

Customizable from 1.2 x 1.2 m up to 50 m² with the highest sound isolation in the market.

Dimensions

Dimensions: up to 50 m²
Wall thickness: 8 cm
Isolation: 45 dB

Standard configuration

• White paint
• Light grey acoustic absorber
• Sound controlled glass door size flexible
• Power connection and USB port in ground tank
• Soundproof ventilation kit with easy filter exchange
• Grey carpet
• Integrated LED light with motion sensor
• Wi-fi/mobile signal pass
• Optional ethernet port

100% freedom, 0% disturbances

Our working and meeting booths have the highest sound isolation on the market. Comfortable privacy for high concentration work, phone calls & video conferences, meetings and presentations.

Thanks to our long experience of specialising in sound proofing we offer you comfortable silence to focus on what matters. These booths have a special sound control glass door and stand on so-called silent blocks.

With our Focus Spaces and thanks to our modular sound proofed system you can design the meeting booth you need, add windows and doors, vary the height and size. And your investment is flexible since you can take the booths with you easily should the need to move arise. Also, our Focus Spaces can be made smaller or bigger time after you’ve bought them. You just add some bricks or take them away. Sizes: from 1.2 x 1.2 m up to 50 m² in steps of 30 cm.

Multiple configuration possibilities

Besides our standard configuration (see each product) there are many possibilities for designing the booth your way.

• Customizable colour inside and outside the booth (select from all RAL colours ralcolor.com)
• Branding options
• Add windows and doors
• Different window & door positions
• Seat options
• Wheelchair accessible doors with ramp
  - Sound isolated lacquered wood door: 91 cm. width, inside width 80 cm.
  - Frameless glass door with simple glass and magnet closing, 91 cm.
    width, inside width 80 cm. Lower sound isolation value
• Special coating: Special resistant acrylic surface for use at trade fairs and road shows with frequent assembly and disassembly
• ON AIR signal: Lights up to signal occupancy
• With a motion sensor

Please download our product data sheets online to get information about the current extras.
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